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Hardcover Language Course in French. Hardcover Language Course in Spanish. Each chapter includes a drama workshop, illustrating in practice what embodying language in action can look like when working with asylum seekers, adult learners with intellectual disabilities, pre-service teachers, international students and children involved in a Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) programme. Publication Date: Marrucci, L. Intercultural Dramatic Tension and Intercultural Engagement. Schewe and J. Crutchfield Eds. Drama In Education and Intercultural Education. This paper discusses a longitudinal, participatory case study focused on a group of experienced teachers of Italian L2, learning to integrate process drama pedagogy in their practice. Process drama is an embodied approach for second Process drama is an embodied approach for second language teaching and learning, focusing on the process drama workshop, rather than the product performance aiming to engage learners in a felt-experience of the target language and culture.


Second Language Acquisition and Process Drama. Reflection in Action. Piazzoli Language Pedagogy and Process Drama. Metodologia Processo Didattico e Competenza Interculturale. Culturiamma, September pp. Conference Presentations. Voice as an Aesthetic Element in Second Language learning On the other hand, when students become agents of their own language learning choices, they can develop an ability to infuse emotion, and meaning, into language. In this interactive presentation, participants are invited to reflect on voice as an aesthetic element of language learning, in relation to identity, culture and self-perception. First, I will situate the discussion in the context of voice studies and language learning. Next, I present findings from my PhD on the aesthetics of L2 learning through process drama — with a specific focus on the aesthetics of voice and identity.

I argue that drama-based strategies with a focus on voice and identity enabled the participants to exercise agency, using various degrees of dramatic irony to make sense of their intercultural identity. Her research interests are embodiment, teacher education, aesthetic learning and languages education. Her research focuses on the aesthetics of drama-based Second Language teaching. La formazione del know-how nel docente di giotto didattica teatrale [The development of reflection-in-action in Second Language drama teachers] Conferenza Internazionale di Giotto didattica Teatrale more.
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Any Condition Any Condition. EUR See all 5 - All listings for this product. No ratings or reviews yet. For the first time to write a review. Best Selling in Textbooks See all. Mms - an Easy Cure by L. Koehof. Trade Paperback. Murph for Dentist. You may also like. Hardcover Language Course. Language Study Education Textbooks. HarperCollins Hardcover Language Course. Languages Nonfiction Hardcovers Books. Standard delivery: to days More Shipping Options. Brand New. Book Condition- Brand New. Secured Packaging. Fast Delivery Bookseller Inventory Your Review. Terms of Sale STM Traders Private Limited 30 day return guarantee, with full refund including original shipping costs for up to 30 days after delivery if an item arrives misdescribed or damaged. Dalziel, F. In this paper, we present a study of adult asylum seekers learning Italian as a Second Language through Process Drama.
Adopting an ecology of language approach, we first set the scene by examining some of the most salient issues concerning the language learning needs of asylum seekers and refugees, including the challenge of fostering both language proficiency and a sense of autonomy and agency. We then introduce the topic of performative, or drama-based pedagogy, focussing on how this has been adopted for second-language learning, presenting the main features of Process Drama.

We go on to evaluate a number of drama-based projects aimed specifically at adult asylum seekers and refugees before presenting the specific context of this study. In particular, we look at one of the Process Drama sessions, in which the participants became members of an association of community workers welcoming migrants, and the teacher took on the role of the asylum seeker. The analysis from videos, focus groups and teacher journals suggests that the drama gave participants the chance to shift perspective, and that this impacted on their sense of agency as second language learners. Voice as Aesthetic Element of Language Learning.

International Perspectives: Performative; Aesthetic; Transversal. With these words, Leo van Lier reminds us that voice is central to language learning, and that voice involves an aesthetic quality. This was piloted in an intermediate-level Italian course, in the form of 8 brief weekly workshops featuring a series of relaxation techniques and voice exercises to assist students in breathing and articulating better in the target language. The findings suggest that, after the 8-week intervention programme, the participants were able to shift their vocal awareness somewhat and reported some benefits in oral production. This book explores embodiment in second language education, sociocultural theory and research. Divided into three parts, it begins by examining the aesthetic and intercultural dimension of performative language teaching, the elements of drama and knowing-in-action.

The central part of the book examines issues related to play, emotions, classroom discourse and assessment when learning a language through process drama, in a sociocultural perspective. Each chapter includes a drama workshop, illustrating in practice what embodying language in action can look like when working with asylum seekers, adult learners with intellectual disabilities, pre-service teachers, international students and children involved in a Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) programme. Publication Date: Marrucci, L. Intercultural Dramatic Tension and Intercultural Engagement. Scheve and J. Crutchfield Eds. Drama In Education and Intercultural Education. This paper discusses a longitudinal, participatory case study focused on a group of experienced teachers of Italian L2, learning to integrate process drama pedagogy in their practice.

Process drama is an embodied approach for second Process drama is an embodied approach for second language teaching and learning, focusing on the process drama workshop, rather than the product performance aiming to engage learners in a felt-experience of the target language and culture. The paper reports the final leg of a wider study, and synthesizes results on teachers' tacit knowledge, transformed into knowing-in-action, when using process drama with adult students of Italian L2. Translation in cross-language qualitative research: Pitfalls and opportunities more. Bundy, C. In Davis, S. New York: Bloomsbury. Qualitative Research Journal, 15 1, pp. Drama: Threat or Opportunity? Scenario 1 , The ‘authentic teacher’: Heathcote's notion of 'authenticity' in second language teaching and learning.
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More Details Other Editions 1. Friend Reviews. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. To ask other readers questions about Embodying Language in Action, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about Embodying Language in Action. Lists with This Book. This book is not yet featured on Listopia. Add this book to your favorite list ». Community Reviews. Showing Average rating 0. Rating details. All Languages. Traditionally, adults with intellectual disabilities have not been given the option of participating in and thus benefiting from higher and post-secondary education. However, over the last number of years, an increasing number of However, over the last number of years, an increasing number of inclusive tertiary educational programmes have come into existence.

The aim of this study was to consider the role of embodiment in supporting the Second Language Acquisition SLA process of a group of students with intellectual disabilities. The paper describes a project which integrated two of the programme modules-Italian for Beginners and Exploring Art: Renaissance to Modern. Findings presented support the use of a performative approach to second language learning for students with intellectual disabilities and sheds light on the connection between embodiment, language and learning in a performative key. Doi Dalziel, F. In this paper, we present a study of adult asylum seekers learning Italian as a Second Language through Process Drama. Adopting an ecology of language approach, we first set the scene by examining some of the most salient issues concerning Adopting an ecology of language approach, we first set the scene by examining some of the most salient issues concerning the language learning needs of asylum seekers and refugees, including the challenge of fostering both language proficiency and a sense of autonomy and agency.

We then introduce the topic of performative, or drama-based pedagogy, focussing on how this has been adopted for second-language learning, presenting the main features of Process Drama. We go on to evaluate a number of drama-based projects aimed specifically at adult asylum seekers and refugees before presenting the specific context of this study. In particular, we look at one of the Process Drama sessions, in which the participants became members of an association of community workers welcoming migrants, and the teacher took on the role of the asylum seeker.

The analysis from videos, focus groups and teacher journals suggests that the drama gave participants the chance to shift perspective, and that this impacted on their sense of agency as second language learners. Voice as Aesthetic Element of Language Learning. International Perspectives: Performative; Aesthetic; Transversal. With these words, Leo van Lier reminds us that voice is central to language learning, and that With these words, Leo van Lier reminds us that voice is central to language learning, and that voice involves an aesthetic quality. This was piloted in an intermediate-level Italian course, in the form of 8 brief weekly workshops featuring a series of relaxation techniques and voice exercises to assist students in breathing and articulating better in the target language.
The findings suggest that, after the 8-week intervention programme, the participants were able to shift their vocal awareness somewhat and reported some benefits in oral production. This book explores embodiment in second language education, sociocultural theory and research. Divided into three parts, it begins by examining the aesthetic and intercultural dimension of performative language teaching, the elements of drama and knowing-in-action. The central part of the book examines issues related to play, emotions, classroom discourse and assessment when learning a language through process drama, in a sociocultural perspective. Each chapter includes a drama workshop, illustrating in practice what embodying language in action can look like when working with asylum seekers, adult learners with intellectual disabilities, pre-service teachers, international students and children involved in a Content and Language Integrated Learning CLIL programme.

Publication Date: Marrucci, L. Intercultural Dramatic Tension and Intercultural Engagement. Schewe and J. Crutchfield Eds. Drama In Education and Intercultural Education. This paper discusses a longitudinal, participatory case study focused on a group of experienced teachers of Italian L2, learning to integrate process drama pedagogy in their practice. Process drama is an embodied approach for second Process drama is an embodied approach for second language teaching and learning, focusing on the process drama workshop, rather than the product performance aiming to engage learners in a felt-experience of the target language and culture.

The paper reports the final leg of a wider study, and synthesizes results on teachers' tacit knowledge, transformed into knowing-in-action, when using process drama with adult students of Italian L2. Translation in cross-language qualitative research: Pitfalls and opportunities more. Bundy, C. In Davis, S. New York: Bloomsbury. Qualitative Research Journal, 15 1, pp.


“It comes from you”: Agency in adult asylum seekers’ language learning through Process Drama

The central part of the book examines issues related to play, emotions, classroom discourse and assessment when learning a language through process drama, in a sociocultural perspective. Each chapter includes a drama workshop, illustrating in practice what embodying language in action can look like when working with asylum seekers, adult learners with intellectual disabilities, pre-service teachers, international students and children involved in a Content and Language Integrated Learning CLIL programme.

Publication Date: Marrucci, L. Intercultural Dramatic Tension and Intercultural Engagement. Schewe and J. Crutchfield Eds. Drama In Education and Intercultural Education. This paper discusses a longitudinal, participatory case study focused on a group of experienced teachers of Italian L2, learning to integrate process drama pedagogy in their practice. Process drama is an embodied approach for second Process drama is an embodied approach for second language teaching and learning, focusing on the process drama workshop, rather than the product performance aiming to engage learners in a felt-experience of the target language and culture. The paper reports the final leg of a wider study, and synthesizes results on teachers' tacit knowledge, transformed into knowing-in-action, when using process drama with adult students of Italian L2. Translation in cross-language qualitative research: Pitfalls and opportunities more.


Culturina, September pp. Conference Presentations. Voice as an Aesthetic Element in Second Language learning On the other hand, when students become agents of their own language learning choices, they can develop an ability to infuse emotion, and meaning, into language. In this
interactive presentation, participants are invited to reflect on voice as an aesthetic element of language learning, in relation to identity, culture and self-perception. First, I will situate the discussion in the context of voice studies and language learning. Next, I present findings from my PhD on the aesthetics of L2 learning through process drama — with a specific focus on the aesthetics of voice and identity. I argue that drama-based strategies with a focus on voice and identity enabled the participants to exercise agency, using various degrees of dramatic irony to make sense of their intercultural identity.

Her research interests are embodiment, teacher education, aesthetic learning and languages education. Her research focuses on the aesthetics of drama-based Second Language teaching. Terms of Sale STM Traders Private Limited 30 day return guarantee, with full refund including original shipping costs for up to 30 days after delivery if an item arrives misdescribed or damaged. Ask Seller a Question. STM is committed to providing each customer with the highest standard of customer service. Glossary Some terminology that may be used in this description includes: New A new book is a book previously not circulated to a buyer. Although a new book is typically free of any faults or defects, Enter Email Address Go. Also Recommended. Migration Italy: The art of talking back in a destination culture. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. Piazzioli, Erika. Process drama: The use of affective space to reduce language anxiety in the additional language learning classroom.
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Showing a limited preview of this publication: Abstract In this paper, we present a study of adult asylum seekers learning Italian as a Second Language through Process Drama.